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However, most HRI trials to date typically are
characterised by relatively small sample sizes [6][7][8]. Our
largest HRI study to date involved 28 subjects and took
about 2 months to carry out. We have run several larger HRI
trials, but this has been at the expense of compromising the
trial conditions (audience noise, lack of extensive post trial
questions etc). Running a live HRI trial under controlled
conditions therefore requires a major commitment of time,
resources and personnel to ensure that statistically valid
results are obtained. HRI studies in general are at a stage
where there is not a large body of prior work to guide the
design of large scale live trials. This means that most studies
are highly exploratory. Many initial assumptions are based
on those expected from human-human interactions, which
we and others have found do not always hold true for
human-robot interactions [9][10][11][12]. It is sometimes
difficult to justify speculative or exploratory trials where, by
their nature, there is a higher probability of the predicted
assumptions not being met, being inconclusive or irrelevant.
Before committing to a major trial it is essential to run pilot
studies to test the proposed methodology. It would be
advantageous to have a methodology in place where trial
predictions could be piloted and tested, before developing
and executing full live trials.

Abstract — This paper presents results of a pilot study that
investigated whether people’s perceptions from live and video
HRI trials were comparable. Subjects participated in a live
HRI trial and videotaped HRI trials in which the scenario for
both trials was identical, and involved a robot fetching an
object using different approach directions. Results of the trials
indicated moderate to high levels of agreement for subjects’
preferences, and opinions for both the live and video based
HRI trials. This methodology is in its infancy and should not
be seen as a replacement for live trials. However, our results
indicate that for certain HRI scenarios videotaped trials do
have potential as a technique for prototyping, testing,
developing HRI scenarios, and testing methodologies for use in
definitive live trials.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In the course of our work for the COGNIRON Project
[2005], we are primarily interested in the research area of
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), in particular with regard to
socially interactive robots. An excellent overview of socially
interactive robots is provided in Fong et al.[1]. We are
primarily interested in the human perspective of how robots
could be useful in domestic environments; in particular the
roles, tasks, and social behaviour that will be necessary for
robots to exhibit in order to integrate into normal domestic
situations. In order to study human-robot relationships, we
typically run HRI trials using carefully devised test
scenarios, where human responses and opinions can be
collected using a variety of methods. HRI trials are
particularly difficult to develop if they should involve
complex robot behaviours that nevertheless need to be
reliable and replicable for statistical comparisons, various
robot platforms etc, in addition to large sample sizes of
subjects, balanced for age, gender, cultural background etc.
In order to address this situation, we are interested in
verifying whether videotaped HRI trials for various scenarios
could be used in certain situations instead of live HRI trials,
or as a complementary methodology for live trials.

B. 1.2 Video Based HRI Trials
To overcome some of the drawbacks of live HRI trials, the
feasibility of running HRI trials using video footage rather
than a full live interaction was considered. Although this
methodology would certainly be inferior to a live HRI
session, it was hoped that it would yield valuable results
towards the development of live trials. Kidd [13] found no
significant differences between subjects’ ratings of
personality traits for ‘present’ and ‘remote’ (through video)
cases of an interaction with a robot head. Shinozawa et al.
[14] reported that comparing a robot’s recommendation
behaviour with an on-screen agent’s, for human decision
making, depended on the interaction environment and that
geometrical
consistency
between
the
interaction
environment, and robots and on-screen agents was important.
Paiva et al. [15] reported that synthetic (cartoon-like)
characters in virtual environments were readily empathized
with by children as they enacted various scenarios. This
provides supporting evidence that believable relationships
can be created through the medium of video. Using videos of
robots, which are more realistic than virtual or synthetic

A. Human Robot Interaction Trials
To date, we have conducted various live HRI trials with
human scaled PeopleBotTM robots [2][3][4] Other
researchers have also conducted similar HRI trials with
human sized robots including Dario et al. [1], SeverinsonEklundh et al.[5], Kanda et al.[6] and Hinds et al.[9].
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characters, could result in HRI trials that are even closer to
resembling real live interactions. Video based HRI trials
have the potential advantages to: 1) reach larger numbers of
subjects as they are quicker to administer, 2) easily
incorporate subjects’ ideas and views into later video trials
simply by recording extra or replacement scenes into the
video based scenarios, 3) carry out trials exposing groups of
subjects to the HRI scenario simultaneously, 4) prototype
proposed live trial scenarios to avoid wasted effort and test
initial assumptions, 5) allow greater control for standardised
methodologies (i.e. exactly the same robot behaviours, exact
trial instructions etc.). As this is an unexplored area of HRI
studies, it is first necessary to confirm whether video based
HRI trials are able to provide comparable results to live
trials, and also under what circumstances. A pilot study using
both live and video HRI trials was developed to begin
exploring the following main research questions:
1) Will video based HRI scenarios provide results that are
comparable to results obtained from live HRI trials?
2) Under what circumstances would video based trials
provide comparable results to live HRI trials?
3) What are the likely limitations of video based trials in
gaining valid human responses to HRI scenarios?

Subjects were told that the robot would be controlled by the
operator while it was driven to the three start positions, but
would be approaching them autonomously to bring them the
TV remote control. This was reinforced as the operator
made notes and did not press any of the robot control keys
(on the robot control laptop) while it approached the subject.
The video trial area contained a video projection screen
and projector for playing the video HRI trial scenarios. The
videos were all recorded in the live trial area, with an actor
playing the part of the subject. The actor was male, and the
narration voice which introduced and set the scene for the
HRI trial scenario was also male. The videos were recorded
using a mixture of first and third person points of view. The
third person views showed the overall positions and actions
of both robot and (actor) subject. Then by switching to a first
person view (from the perspective of the subject sitting in the
chair as the robot approached) a viewer saw the robot
approaching in a way that was as realistic as possible and
could gain some spatial perspective (see Fig. 2 for example
screen shots).
D. The HRI Trial Scenario
An identical scenario was used for both the video and live
HRI trials and took place in a (simulated) living room (Fig.
1). It was introduced either by the experiment supervisor for
the live trial, or by the narrator for the video based trial. The
context was that the subject had arrived home from work and
rested in an armchair (point (9), Fig.1). The subject then
asked the robot to fetch the remote control. It was explained
to the subject that the robot was new to the household and it
was necessary to find out which approach direction the
subject preferred; either from the front (2), the left (1) or the
right (3) (see Fig. 1). In order to justify the robot fetching
the remote control, one of the tables had a (switched off) TV
set upon it. The other table had a CD-Radio unit. Our
expectations prior to the trials were that subjects would
prefer the approach from the front, since the robot was then
fully visible at all times.

C. Experimental Method
The Video-Live Trial (VLT) pilot study was carried out in
a converted conference room. The chosen scenario involved
a robot using different approach directions to bring a seated
subject an object. The aims of the trial were to find out
about subject preferences for the robot approach directions.
The room was partitioned into two areas; a video trial area
and a live trial area. There was a gap in the partition, so that
it was possible to move between the two areas (see Fig.1) but
not possible for subjects to see the other area while carrying
out the respective video or live trials. The live trial area
resembled a simulated living room with a chair and two
tables. The subject was seated in the chair throughout the
live trial which was positioned halfway along the rear wall
(point (9), Fig.1). To the left front and right front of the
chair, two tables were arranged (with room for the robot to
pass by) in front of the chair. One of the tables had a
television placed upon it; the other had a radio and CD
player.
Screen
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Figure 2. Examples of first and third person views
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E. Experimental Conditions
We were aware from a previous demonstration that the
TV was a natural focus of subjects’ attention and could have
influenced the choice of preferred robot approach direction.
Therefore, half the trials (for both live and video versions)
were carried out with the TV on the left hand table, and the
other half with the TV on the right hand table.
Each subject experienced the robot approaching from
three directions: front, left and right in a counterbalanced

Armchair
Robot Approach Path. Speed = 0.4 m/s
Robot Approach Path. Speed = 0.25 m/s

Figure 1. Diagram of video and live trial experiment areas

The robot was driven to the appropriate start position by
an operator seated at a table in the far corner of the room.
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order sequence covering all six possible permutations of the
three robot approach directions. This was used for both video
and live trials. As a consistency check, the three robot
approach directions were also repeated (in a different order)
for each trial. In order to counterbalance for effects due to
the order in which subjects experienced the video and live
trials, we exposed half the subjects to the live trial first, then
vice versa for the other half of the trials. Fifteen subjects (9
(60%) males; 6 (40%) females) individually participated in
the study. The mean age of the sample was 33 years (range
21-56 yrs). Only one subject was left handed. Four subjects
were secretarial staff from the University of Hertfordshire, 5
subjects were MSc students studying ‘Artificial Intelligence’,
and the remaining 6 were research staff in the Computer
Science Department at the University.

approach direction for the live trial, but the left approach
direction for the video trial.
Cross-tabulation tables were produced to calculate the
percentage of agreement between subjects’ approach
direction preferences for the live versus video trials.
McNemar-Bowker test, a nonparametric test was carried out
to detect changes in responses between the live and video
trials. No significant effect was found indicating that there
were no significant differences in subjects’ approach
direction preferences in the live and video methods used.
Fig. 4 demonstrates that there was 85% overall agreement
between subjects’ ratings of the approach direction they least
preferred for the live and video trials. 77% of subjects stated
that they least preferred the robot front approach direction in
both the live and video trials. One subject (7.7%) least
preferred the left approach direction in both trials. No
subject rated the right approach direction as least preferred in
either the live or video trial.

F. 2.5 Procedure
A short introductory questionnaire was used to gain the
necessary demographic and personal details from the
subjects. At the end of each video or live HRI trial a short
questionnaire was used to assess the subjects’ views on
approach direction, approach speed, stopping distances,
comfort levels and practicality for the different approach
directions. After both video and live trials had been
completed, subjects participated in a semi-structured
interview with a psychologist. The interview was carefully
designed so that no leading questions were asked. The
interviewer was able to follow up answers to gain a deeper
insight when necessary. The main purpose of the structured
interview was to assess the subjects’ views on the trial
procedures and methodology, establish any weaknesses and
find out how the trial could be improved from the
participants’ point of view. The subjects’ reactions to both
live and video based HRI trials were recorded on video tape.
II.
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Figure 3. Percentage agreement between approach direction most
preferred for the live & video trials
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A. Approach Direction most preferred and least preferred.
Results of the trials clearly demonstrated that the least
preferred approach direction was the front approach, for both
the live and video trials. The right approach direction was
the most preferred for both the live and video trials, and the
left approach direction was preferred equivalently for both
live and video trials. Only one person could not state a
preference for any of the approach directions based on the
video data. Fig. 3 illustrates that there was approximately
58% agreement for the different approach direction
preferences, between the live and video trials. 36% (N: 5) of
subjects stated that they preferred the right approach
direction in both trials, and 22% (N: 3) rated that they
preferred the left approach in both trials. Surprisingly, no
subjects preferred the front approach direction in both trials.
Where agreement was not found between the live and video
trials, this was predominantly found for changes in
preferences for the left and right approach direction. One
subject (7%) stated that they preferred the front approach for
the live trial, but the left approach direction for the video
trial. One subject (7%) preferred the left approach direction
for the live trial, but the front approach direction for the
video trial. Two subjects (14%) preferred the left approach
direction in the live trial, but the right approach direction in
the video trials. Finally, 2 subjects (14%) preferred the right
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Figure 4.

Percentage agreement between approach direction least
preferred for the live & video trials

Only one subject (7.7%) who least preferred the front
approach in the live trial, had rated the left approach
direction as least preferred in the video trials. One subject
(7.7%) least preferred the left approach direction in the live
trial, but the front approach direction in the video trial. A
McNemar test revealed no significant differences in the
approach direction least preferred by subjects in the live and
video method robot trials.
B. Robot Stopping Distances
1) Front Approach Stopping Distance;
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The robot was set up to stop automatically at a distance of
approximately 0.50m from the leading edge of the robot and
the nearest part of the person’s body. There was some
overshoot or undershoot giving a tolerance of +/-0.15m.
Overall, there was 66% agreement between subjects for
ratings of whether the robot’s stopping distance was too
close, about right, or too far for the live and video trials (Fig.
5).

participants rated the robot’s speed as about right for both the
video and live trials, and 40% (N: 6) of subjects rated that
the robot’s speed was too slow in both the live and video
trials. Where agreement was not found, one subject (6.7%)
rated the robot speed during the live trial as about right, but
too slow for the video trial, and one subject (6.7%) rated the
robot speed in the live trial as about right, but too fast in the
video trial. No subjects rated the robot speed as too fast
during the live trials (Fig. 6).

% agreement for approach dista nce in live vs. video trials for
front approach direction

D. Practicality and Comfort for the different Robot
Approach Directions
In addition to subjects rating which approach direction
they preferred for the live and video robot trials, ratings were
given for how ‘practical’ they thought each approach
direction was for the given task of delivering a TV remote
control, according to a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not practical
at all to 5 = very practical) (Fig. 7). Paired samples t-tests did
not reveal any significant differences between subjects’
ratings of practicality for any of the approach directions
between the live and video trials [left approach direction t =
1.47 (14), p = .16, right approach direction t = .521 (14), p =
.61, front approach direction t = -1.08 (14), p = .30]. This
indicates that there were no large discrepancies in subjects’
judgments and subsequent ratings of task practicality
between the live and video trials. Ratings of the practicability
of the approach directions for both the live and video trials
were relatively high. The front approach direction received
the lowest ratings of practicality for both the live and video
trials. The left approach direction in the live trial received
the highest ratings of practicality followed by the right
approach for both the live and video trials
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Figure 5. Percentage agreement for robot stopping distance from subject
for front approach direction

Figure 5 indicates that a majority of subjects rated the
front approach stopping distance as too close. For subjects
who rated the front stopping distance as being too far, we
observed that these subjects usually had their legs stretched
out in front of them. This caused the robot to stop when it
reached the subject’s feet, rather than moving close enough
for them to reach the TV remote control (due to the robot’s
stopping safety mechanism). Overall, there was 60%
agreement between the live and video trials for subjects’
ratings of the robot’s stopping distance for the left approach
direction. There was overall 80% agreement for the robot’s
stopping distance for the right approach direction in both the
live and video trials.

Ratings of approach direction practicality for live and video
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C. Robot’s Speed during the Live and Video Trials
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Subjects were asked to rate how comfortable they felt with
the different approach directions for both the live and video
trials according to a 5-point Likert scale (1 = very
uncomfortable, 5 = very comfortable). Paired samples ttests revealed no significant differences between subjects’
comfort level ratings according to the different approach
directions between the live and video trials [left approach
direction t =1.23 (14), p = .24, right approach direction t =
1.58 (14), p = .14, front approach direction t = -.52 (14) p =
.61]. This highlights that subjects’ comfort ratings were
relatively equivalent for both the live and video trials. The
lowest mean comfort levels were found for the front robot
approach direction for both the live and video trial. The
highest comfort level rating was found for the right approach

10
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about right
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V ideo Trial

Figure 6. Percentage agreement for robot speed in live and video HRI
trials.

The robot used two speeds; the normal approach speed
was 0.4m/sec, and the robot slowed to 0.25m/sec when it
was within 1m of the front of the subject. When subjects
were asked to rate the speed of the robot’s approach
direction, there was high overall percentage agreement
between the live and video trials (87%). 46% (N: 7) of
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direction in the live trial followed by left approach direction
in the live trial. It seems that participating in the live trial led
to slightly higher (although non-significant) ratings of
comfort compared to the video trials. No significant
differences were found between the most preferred approach
direction and least preferred approach direction for gender,
subject handedness (whether subject was left or right
handed), and occupation.

medium, but this may not be the case. The non-significant
findings for subject ratings of the practicality for the robot
approach direction task, and comfort levels between the live
and video trials was positive. This is indicative of subjects
being able to report on the subjective experience of how
comfortable they would feel with different robot approach
directions through video footage.
Most subjects preferred the live robot-interaction trials.
This was not surprising as live trials seem more interactive1,
likely to be more fun, and more engaging, compared to
watching the interactions involving a stranger on a screen.
The embodiment experience of being part of a live-set up is
also likely to be much more beneficial for assisting in the
perception of speed, distances and different robot
movements compared to video footage. However, most also
reported that the video robot trials were representative of the
live trials. Subjects’ overall ratings of the ‘realism’ of the
approach direction robot trials was moderately high and most
of the improvements that subjects cited were related to the
environmental set-up, and context, rather than characteristics
of the robot. According to our subjects’ suggestions, our
future robot trials should take place in a more naturalistic
‘messy’ living room set up, which is more representative of a
realistic home environment.
The results of this pilot study are in line with the findings
reported by Kidd [13]. We are not aware of any further
studies to date that have considered the suitability of using
video footage for human-robot interaction studies. Naturally,
there are numerous limitations of using video footage for
HRI studies, and we are by no means suggesting that they
should be a replacement for live HRI studies. It could be that
the more interaction between a robot and a subject in a trial,
the less suitable video trials will be. The timing and
synchronization of movements play an important part in
regulating and sustaining meaningful human-human
interactions. Developmental psychologists (e.g. [16][17])
have shown that while babies happily interact with their
mothers via live video, they get highly distressed when
watching pre-recorded or replayed videos of their mothers
(as it lacks the contingency between mother’s and baby’s
behaviour). However, for the particular research questions
that we consider in the context of robot motion planning and
approach directions, contingency of robot and human
movements plays a less crucial role and thus lend themselves
to investigations of video trials.
Only 15 subjects participated, many with a robotics or
computer science related background that may have biased
the results. However, such subjects are most likely to be
future customers of a robot assistant in the home.
Nevertheless, naïve subjects who have no prior experience
with robots might form an interesting control group in future
studies. We limited the sample size for this initial pilot study
but given the current positive findings, we aim to replicate
the current study with a larger sample size. In future trials,
we also intend to incorporate more naturalistic set-ups. The
quality of the robot trials could be enhanced if professional
camera techniques are adopted and guidelines developed to
create video material for HRI video trials. It was beneficial

E. Realism of the Live and Video Robot Trials
Subjects were asked to rate the overall realism of the live
and video robot approach direction trials ranging from 1 =
not realistic to 5 = very realistic. The mean rating was 3.47
(minimum = 2, maximum = 4). Subjects were subsequently
asked how they would have improved the trials. The
comments that subjects made were classified according to
those that referred to the set-up of the trial and room, and
those that referred to the robot’s characteristics:
Subjects’ suggestions about how the trials could be
improved included a more chaotic and messy environment,
more objects and obstacles (as the room was too sterile and
clinical), more furniture, and a more busy environment. They
would also like the robot to indicate that it understands the
person (e.g. by eye gaze), be smaller (as less threatening) and
also fetch the remote control itself at start of task (the robot
had it in the basket already).
93% of subjects stated that they preferred the live robot
trials compared to the video trials which was not surprising.
However, 80% of the sample stated that they felt the video
robot trials were representative of the live robot trials.
III. DISCUSSION
The main findings from this study were:
1) The level of agreement between subject responses for
the preferred robot approach direction was relatively high
(60%) between the live and video trials. Discrepancies were
mainly due to the fact that subjects did not have strong
preferences for either the left or right robot approach
direction and sometimes changed these preferences between
the video and live trials.
2) Very high levels of correspondence (85%) were found
for subjects least preferring the front robot approach
direction in both the live and video trials.
3) Moderate to high levels (60-80%) of agreement were
found for perceptions of the robot’s stopping distance from
the subject, for each approach direction in the live and video
trials.
4) High agreement (87%) was found for subject ratings of
the robot’s speed between the live and video trials.
5) No significant differences were revealed between
subject ratings of how practical and comfortable the different
robot approach directions were for both the live and video
trials.
6) Subject ratings for the realism of the video trials in
comparison to the live trials were moderately high, although
93% stated that they preferred interacting in the live trials.
These results support findings from an informal earlier
study, and also provide additional support for using video
methods. We had thought that subjects might find it difficult
to perceive the robot distances, and speed through the video

1
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Even in scenarios like ours where the robot’s behaviour does not
depend on the subject’s responses the live situation affords
interaction.

that both first person and third person views were used for
the video trials as we think that this enabled subjects to get a
more realistic perspective of space and distance for the robot.
The current findings offer scope for future work into the
feasibility of using video based HRI trials to aid the design
and implementation of live interaction studies. We have
only considered one human-robot interaction scenario in the
current study. It is important to determine whether these
results can be replicated and in addition to consider different
scenarios. In some ways, the current trial was challenging,
as the issues of speed, space and distance were considered.
It may be the case that video footage is more comparable to
live trials for exploring subject responses to robot gestures,
robot appearance, and robot dialogue.
In addition to replicating the current study, a range of
different set-ups could be considered. In the meantime, we
carried out studies into subjects’ opinions towards robot
approach directions when the subject is standing rather than
sitting, and whether they are sitting behind a desk or not
when the robot approaches them with an object. We also
used video footage in HRI studies that investigated opinions
toward different robotic appearances (e.g. mechanistic vs.
humanoid appearance). As the research area of socially
interactive robots is relatively new, there are few design
paradigms to provide input to this project and others [18].
However, until more studies are carried out using different
scenario set-ups and robot behaviours with larger sample
sizes, we cannot yet positively conclude that video based
HRI trials are a reliable and informative means of gaining
data to assist in the future design of robot companions.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

IV. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, encouraging results were obtained
comparing the agreement between subject responses towards
robot approach directions for live and video human-robot
interactions. This has positive implications for researchers
designing future HRI trials, as video trials could be used as a
complementary research tool to yield valuable results
regarding peoples’ opinions towards various aspects of a
robot’s behaviour and/or physical capabilities. Video trials
are more economical compared to live interactions, and
allow the designers/researchers greater levels of control and
standardisation over the set-up of the trials, which is
sometimes difficult when conducting live HRI trials. We
hope that our results, while still at a preliminary stage, will
open up discussions on the design space of HRI experiments
and methodologies.

[13]

[14]
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[16]

[17]
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